Preliminary Schedule for the EOI seminar for Fall 2009

**October 7:** Philip Scranton (Rutgers University Department of History and Hagley Museum and Library). “From Depression to Globalization: Reconfiguring American Machinery and Machine Tool Building, 1930s-1970s”

**October 20:** Dan Whitney (MIT Department of Mechanical Engineering and Center for Technology, Policy, & Industrial Development) “On Doors” [Heterogeneity in Design and Production Strategies and Capabilities]?

**November 4:** [Not yet finalized] [Backstop probably Dan Raff (Wharton Department of Management and NBER), “The Immaterial Text: Literature as Information and the Google Settlement, Considered as a Deal”]

**November 17:** Sid Winter (Wharton Department of Management), “The Evolutionary Origins of Consummate Cooperation”

**December 2:** William Janeway (Warburg-Pincus). “Doing Capitalism: A Venture Capitalist’s Perspective”

NB: We will them as usual, rise for the recruiting season. The spring season will begin with the following *Friday* event

**March 19:** Symposium on consumption from the evolutionary perspective
- Dick Nelson (Columbia University School of Public and International Affairs)
- Barry Schwartz (Swarthmore College Department of Psychology)
- Ulrich Witt (Evolutionary Economics Group, Max Planck Institute, Jena)

Discussants TBA

The probable further springtime seminar dates are March 30 and April 13 and 27. Please be in touch with Dan Raff (raff@wharton.upenn.edu) by late November if you are interested in nabbing one of these.